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A trip to Spain for Christmas

Fain Viejo Country House

Dear Friends,
Christmas in Spain is a transformed country. At this time of year the streets of cities, towns and
villages are decked with color, lights and Christmas decorations, creating a magical atmosphere. In
Spain you will enjoy celebrations with deep-rooted tradition. Christmas is a time for family members
to gather together to rejoice and feast.
Short distance from Seville and Jerez with its wineries, you can find perfect locations to enjoy the
winter season with your loved ones such as the stunning Fain Viejo Country House and its 5
acres of gardens filled with olive, orange, lemon, fig, pomegranate and palm trees, preserve its
Hispanic-Arab flavor transmitting the most comfortable atmosphere.
At Greatness we invite you to enjoy privileged access and unique perspectives on the Spanish
treasures.
Warm regards,
Isabel Benjumea

CEO & Founder
info@greatness.es
Download our catalogue:
GREATNESS HOME COLLECTION 2015
www.greatness.es

Fain Viejo Country House

FAIN VIEJO COUNTRY
HOUSE
Available for stays (10
bedrooms), visits and
events
This impeccable property
has recently undergone a
major refurbishment, which
has turned Fain Viejo into a
splendid and refined villa,
keeping all the flavor of its
history, but combining it
with modern amenities.

From its remote Arab
origins, Fain Viejo has always been an important property in the region. Arcos
de la Frontera, as its name indicates, was for many years a border frontier and
a place of constant battles between Moors and Christians. This explains the
existence of numerous legends of hidden treasures in the region. Most
famous is the legend of Fain Viejo. Apparently, “the treasure of Fain consists
of solid and innumerable gold bars”. The treasure has never been found!
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